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ABSTRACT
The stock market provides an abundant source of data. However, when the amount
raw data becomes overwhelming it grows increasingly difficult to know how the
stocks interact with each other. Stock data visualization as a market graph serves
as one of the most popular way of summarizing important information. When
modeling the data as a graph, vertices correspond to stocks and edges correspond
to strong correlation in their pricing in a certain period of time. This project presents
a technique to find stocks that behave very similarly. Such information helps
investors make decisions on which stocks to purchase next. The investors can
utilize this information to select a valuable portfolio of stocks showing an increasing
price trend. On the other hand, it can also help stock owners to make decisions on
whether or not they should sell their stocks.

1) Historical market data is a graph
(G = (V, E)). For each pair of vertices
(u, v ∈ V ) we first calculate the  V ) we first calculate the
correlation coefficient r(u, v).Vertices
represent stocks and edges appear
between the vertices only if the
correlation is larger than a specified
threshold c ∈ V ) we first calculate the  [−1, 1].
∀u, v ∈ V, r(u, v) > c ⇒ {u, v} ∈ Eu, v ∈ V, r(u, v) > c ⇒ {u, v} ∈ E V, r(u, v) > c ⇒ {u, v} ∈ E {u, v} ∈ V, r(u, v) > c ⇒ {u, v} ∈ E E
2) In G include weights for each edge.
We take the correlation coefficient
r(u, v) to be the weight of each edge
{u, v}.
wuv = r(u, v)
3) Find all possible maximum cliques
(complete subgraphs) and clique
number ω(G) in the graph. The
cliques will give us groups of stocks
that behave most similarly.
4)Find the variance of edge weights
in each maximum clique.

METHOD
Figure 1: Console output after the program has finished running.

Figure 2: The graph image (left)
of stocks with cliques marked
with dark edges on them after
the program has finished
running.

At first we read the given text file with
stock market information as a graph.
In the data there is information about
various price fluctuations of each
stock like opening price, closing price,
highest price and lowest price. Each
stock represents a vertex v ∈ V ) we first calculate the  V in the
graph G = (V, E). The implementation
of my program was done in Python
language and the graph simulation
was done with the help of igraph
package.
To draw edges, we first need to know
whether or not the stocks are strongly

correlated to each other. For this, we
calculate the pairwise correlation r(u,
v) between all the pairs of stocks. We
set a manual correlation threshold c
∈ V ) we first calculate the  [−1, 1]. We first filter the pairs of
stocks which have higher correlation
than the given threshold c. The graph
will only contain those stocks and
pairwise edges. Moreover, we also
include edge weights which is the
correlation between those stocks.

After converting the data into vertices
and edges, the next task is to find the
maximum cliques. With the help of
some functions in igraph package we
can determine which set of vertices
form the maximal clique. With this we
determine the clique number ω(G).
The edges in the cliques are plotted
dark in color in the graph. There
might be multiple maximal cliques
and each clique represents a groups
of stocks that behave most similarly.
To find which clique is more tightly
correlated we can check which clique
has lower variance for their edge
weights.

CONCLUSION
This project presents a way to
discover
the
most
interesting
information from raw stock market
data like finding cliques with the
strongest correlation. If an investor is
looking to invest in a portfolio of
stocks which show increasing trend,
finding
maximal
cliques
with
increasing price trend would make a
good choice. Furthermore, the
findings of this project can also help
stock owners on whether or not they
should sell their stocks if they are in
cliques showing decrease in price.
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